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THE MOBALPA BAROMETER
«The kitchen is a space for family…»

The kitchen is an important part 

of the home for everyone. As the 

heart of the household the kitchen 

has long been the room where 

everyone can gather to prepare 

and eat meals, children can do their 

homework and families can talk 

about their day.

Mobalpa’s Mélia range, in a glossy 

white lacquer f inish, creates an 

open and spacious environment for 

households. The multi-functional 

island can be used for meal 

preparation, as a place to sit and 

work or take part in activities while 

meals are cooked. 

The design helps to create a shared 

space ideal for the many uses 

required by modern living.

MOBALPA MÉLIA KITCHENS

THE MOBALPA DIARIESMOBALPA NUMBERS

A SENSE
OF SPACE

Christophe GAZEL – General Manager 
of the Furniture Studies and Prospective 
Institute at IPEA

A recent OnePoll study, conducted by Mobalpa, asked consumers across the UK 
how they use the kitchen. The findings show a range of ways the kitchen can be used 
and how this dynamic space can bring a household together.

THE KITCHEN – A SPACE FOR COMMUNICATION, 
LIVING AND ENTERTAINING
A family meal is the perfect occasion for bringing a household together in the 
kitchen, or inviting friends over (28%) to entertain and enjoy friendly 
discussions (57%).

The kitchen is an environment that can be used in so many ways. While the adults 
dine and entertain, children use it as a place to play games (10%), learn the art of 
cooking (33%) or even do their homework (17%).

The comforting home environment of the kitchen is also the place for conversations, 
whether they are friendly (57%), about work (45%) or making decisions (36%).

THE KITCHEN – BRINGS A FAMILY TOGETHER
Of the 53% of households with children, 33% of children spend time with their 
parents learning how to cook, bake and prepare food in the kitchen while 17% of 
children use the kitchen to develop their creative hobbies, whether this is drawing, 
painting or collaging.

The kitchen is a dynamic environment for sharing hobbies, knowledge and spending 
time together.

Mobalpa’s passion is to create a space in which a family can have these moments and 
this time, creating an environment where a household feels comfortable and can use 
the kitchen in so many ways.

THE KITCHEN, 
A SPACE FOR 
CONVERSATIONS 
AND SHARING

58%
OF HOUSEHOLDS 
SPEND UP TO 
THREE HOURS 
IN THE KITCHEN 
EVERY DAY.

IN THE FAMILY 
KITCHEN:

32%
OF HOUSEHOLDS 
PRACTICE 
COOKING OR 
BAKING WITH 
THEIR CHILDREN

17%
OF CHILDREN DO 
THEIR HOMEWORK 
IN THE KITCHEN 
UNDER 
SUPERVISION

17%
OF CHILDREN 
CARRY OUT 
CREATIVE HOBBIES 

THE STUDY WAS 
CARRIED OUT BY 
ONEPOLL IN FEBRUARY 
2014 WITH A SAMPLE 
OF 1,000 OVER 18 
YEARS OF AGE, FROM 
ACROSS GREAT BRITAIN.

£11,000
Mélia in glossy white 

The ‘pure line’ invisible handles add 
to the handleless effect of the Mélia 
kitchen, allowing for a greater sense 
of space and ease of movement 
around the island.

MÉLIA



The Gaia in white replaces 

rigid angles with curved lines 

around the kitchen allowing for 

easier movement throughout 

the room while preparing meals. 

The rounded island, with its 

anthracite glass worktop, can be 

used as a space for families or 

guests to socialise and eat.

The island, which can lead into a 

living area in open-plan spaces, 

conceals a range of quarter 

and semi-circular storage units 

underneath to help keep the area 

tidy while creating an ideal space 

for entertaining. 

To add to the warmth of the Gaia, 

the design is complemented with 

lacquered panels in a mustard 

shade creating a striking look 

when paired with the stark white.

AT THE CORE OF
INNOVATION
CREATING CURVES – GAIA KITCHEN

Curved shapes in the kitchen are becoming increasingly popular due to the 

welcoming and open environment they help to create.

TALLYS–GAIA KITCHEN

£24,000
Gaia Galbe

THE MOBALPA DIARIES

£6,700 
Tallys-Gaia in  
glossy white  



STYLE
THE KITCHEN AS THE HEART

Mobalpa’s Adria concept 

uses unique design to 

form a central island with dual 

access from both the kitchen 

and living areas of an open-plan 

space. The kitchen-facing side 

is for functional use with a sink, 

dishwasher, cooking space and 

appliances as well as storage 

facilities. The side facing the 

living area has a large bar and 

two glass bookshelves for 

storage and displays, adding 

character to the room while 

allowing for conversation and 

movement to flow freely between 

both areas.

To help create a seamless look 

throughout the open-plan area, 

the Adria is equipped with a  

pull-out worktop to shield the 

working area.

The Adria concept is available 

in gold or white metal for a 

modern twist, while the Panga 

oak adds a traditional effect and 

the black glossy lacquer f inishes 

of the look with an element of 

sophistication.

THE MOBALPA DIARIES

OF THE HOME
THE ADRIA CONCEPT

When the kitchen and main living area are combined in an open-plan space it can become the focal point of  

a household, creating an ideal space for households or guests to gather.

£11,500 
Adria concept

 (excluding pull-out 
worktop)

ADRIA CONCEPT

Bar side

Kitchen side



With experience in all 

elements of the home from 

the kitchen, the bedroom, to all 

manners of storage facilities 

in-between, Mobalpa is well 

equipped to offer its clients 

advice and suggestions for 

bespoke living.

An example is this Gaia kitchen 

which has a large unit designed 

as a division in an open-plan 

living space. The unit comprises 

shelves and glass enclaves 

to act as storage and display 

facilities, with a solid back to 

conceal the kitchen area. The 

open units facing the living space 

add warmth to the room while 

the glass partitions allude to the 

room on the other side.

LAYOUT
BESPOKE DESIGN

£2,700
Kitchen-living room unit 

pictured with Gaia

GAIA KITCHEN

THE MOBALPA DIARIES

PRACTICAL FEATURES SPECIAL

All of Mobalpa’s designs are tailor-made to suit each specific 

customer and their needs. Mobalpa takes into consideration the 

customer’s personality, taste and lifestyle before presenting  

a concept ideal for their home and requirements. 



MOBALPA is part of the Fournier 

group which started in 1907  

in a cabinet making workshop  

in Thônes, in the French Alps, where 

various wooden objects were made, 

especially kitchen cabinets.

The workshop grew and then 

in 1949 branched out, with the 

creation of the MOBALPA brand 

name and the first unit-based 

kitchens.

In 1992, MOBALPA expanded its 

range and introduced bathroom and 

accessories (MOBALPA Selection). 

The offer was developed further 

with the launch of living furniture 

and cabinetry.

MOBALPA obtained the ISO 9001 

certification for its system of quality 

management and is ISO 14001 

certified for its environmental 

management.

MOBALPA has three production 

sites in France employing more than 

1,000 people and 370 outlets in the 

world.

The brand has already brought 

satisfaction to more than a million 

customers with fully customised 

kitchens.
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